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Archaeologies of the Written

Cristina Scherrer-Schaub at the XIIIth Congress of the International
Association of Buddhist Studies, Chulalongkorn University,

Bangkok, December 2002.



* The present article is a slightly revised and enlarged version of my paper
read at the International Workshop on Bh!viveka and the Two Truths, Ry"koku
University, May 28–29, 2016. The above paper appeared in Saito 2017. I am also
indebted to Eckel 2016. However, any errors remain my own responsibility.

1 For the relationship between prajñ!, mati, buddhi and dh", see also Scherrer-
Schaub 1991: 185–186, n. 283.

Bh!viveka on prajñ! *

AKIRA SAITO

(International College for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies, Tokyo)

In analyzing Bh!viveka’s discussions of the two truths found in
Ch. 3 of the Madhyamakahr¢dayak!rik! (MHK) as well as his two
other authentic works, the Prajñ!prad"pa (PP) Ch. 24 and the
*Hastaratna, it is no doubt crucial for us to consider what role the
concept of prajñ!, or “intellect,” plays in them. In the first thir teen
verses of MHK Ch. 3, the concept is used in the same sense as mati,
buddhi and dh", 1 and intellect (prajñ!) or intelligence (mati) is
held to be of two kinds in relation to the two truths.

The present paper deals with the following three points: first,
what is the difference between Vasubandhu and Bh!viveka’s us -
ages of prajñ! in the context of the two truths in Abhidharma -
ko#abh!$ya (AKBh) Ch. 1 and MHK Ch. 3, respectively? Second, in
this regard, what sense does Bh!viveka have in mind when he uses



the same term in PP Ch. 24 (*#rutacint!bh!van!may" prajñ! or
“intellect derived from learning, reflection, and meditation”)
while discussing one of the three analyses (Bahuvr"hi) of the com-
pound param!rtha ? Third, in what sense can we then understand
the title of his commentary on N!g!rjuna’s M%lamadhyamaka -
k!rik! (MMK), the Prajñ!prad"pa ?

1. The Title of Bh!viveka’s Commentary, Prajñ!prad"pa

First, let us turn to the third question, the meaning of the title of
Bh!viveka’s commentary, Prajñ!prad"pa. Although Bh!viveka pro-
vides no direct clues for understanding the meaning of this title,
verse MHK 3:6 indicates his understanding of the usage and rela-
tionship of the words comprising it, prajñ! and (pra)d"pa: “Intellect
(prajñ!) is the nectar that brings satisfaction, the lamp whose light
is unobstructed, the steps on the palace of liberation, and the fire
that burns the fuel of the defilements.”2 Bhavya, the author of the
MHK commentary called Tarkajv!l! (TJ), explains the above
“intellect” as follows: “The intellect in question is [compared to] a
lamp because it removes the darkness of ignorance.” 3

According to MHK 3:6 and Bhavya’s commentary on it, the
intellect can be compared to a lamp to remove the darkness, steps
to walk up, and fire that burns fuel. The darkness here is used as a
metaphor for “ignorance.” Applying this explanation of “lamp” to
the title Prajñ!prad"pa, we can understand the compound prajñ!-
prad"pa as a Karmadh!raya that means a “lamp-like intellect,” i.e.,
an intellect which removes ignorance (*ajñ!na), just as a lamp
removes darkness.

2. The Usage and Meaning of prajñ! in Bh!viveka’s MHK and PP

In order to make clear Bh!viveka’s usage and understanding of
prajñ!, let us turn now to my first question about the difference
in Vasubandhu and Bh!viveka’s use of the concept in the con-
text of the two truths. The following are Bh!viveka’s first twenty-
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2 MHK 3:6: prajñ!mr¢ta& tr¢ptikara& d"po ’pratihataprabha' | mok$apr!s!dasop!-
na& kle#endhanahut!#ana' ||.

3 TJ, D Dza 54b7, P Dza 58a6–7: shes rab de nyid sgron ma ste | mi shes pa’i mun
pa ’joms pa’i phyir ro ||.



two verses from his MHK, Ch. 3, titled “Inquiry into the
Knowledge of Reality” (tattvajñ!nai$añ!):

A person who has the eye of knowledge and not the other [eye] has a
[true] eye. For this reason, a wise person should concentrate on inquiring
into the knowledge of reality [3:1]. Even if an intelligent person is blind,
he sees the three worlds without any obstruction; he sees whatever he
wants to see, whether it is far away, subtle, or concealed [3:2]. Even with
a thousand eyes, [Indra] is blind because he does not see the right and
wrong paths to heaven and liberation [3:3]. A person whose eyes opened
by the intellect (prajñ!) does not practice [the perfection of] giving, etc.,
like thorns poisoned by desire for, visible or invisible, excellent and de -
sirable results [3:4]. He practices [the perfection of] giving, etc., pure in
three ways, with compassion and for [the acquisition of] omniscience on
which, however, his mind is not fixed [3:5]. Intellect is the nectar that
brings satis faction, the lamp whose light is unobstructed, the steps on the
palace of liberation, and the fire that burns the fuel of the defilements
[3:6]. It is accepted that there are two kinds of intelligence (mati) depend -
ing on the two truths since [intelligence] leads to the discernment of cor-
rect convention (tathyasa&vr¢ti) and real facts (bh%t!rtha) [3:7]. Conven -
tional intellect (prajñ! s!&ketik") is known as being based on the twelve
sense-fields in the following regard. It fulfills the prerequisites called
“giving”, etc., “merit” and “knowledge”; it ascertains those causes, results,
and the relation [between causes and results], along with the character -
istics [of those prerequisites], etc.; and it sustains and matures sentient
beings by practicing great compassion and pity [3:8–9]. Ultimate intellect
(/insight) (prajñ! p!ram!rthik") enables us to negate the entire network
of concepts, and it moves without moving into reality that is immaculate
as the sky, which is peaceful, individually known, non-conceptual, non-
verbal, and free from unity and diversity [3:10–11]. It is certainly impossi-
ble to climb up to the top of the palace of reality without the steps of cor-
rect convention. Therefore, one should first have a discerning mind by
means of the conventional truth, and then ascertain the particular and
universal characteristics (svas!m!nyalak$aña) of dharmas [3:12–13]. A
sagacious person should practice concentration of the mind, and also
knowledge derived from learning because it gives rise to the other knowl -
edge [derived from reflection and meditation] [3:14]. […] When the
mind is concentrated, one should examine with intellect (prajñay!) in the
following way: is the intrinsic nature of dharmas that is grasped conven -
tionally (vyavah!rata') also grasped ultimately (param!rthata') when it is
examined with intelligence (dhiy!)? If so, then it is reality (tattva). If not,
it should be investigated [3:21–22].4
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4 MHK 3:1–14, 21–22: yasya jñ!namaya& cak$u# cak$us tasy!sti netarat(| yatas ta -
sm!d bhaved dh"m!&s tattvajñ!nai$añ!para' [3:1] || pa#yaty andho ’pi matim!n
adidr¢k$ur viprakr¢$)ak!na | s%k$mavyavahit!n arth!&s trailoky!hatadar#ana' [3:2] ||
sa hasreñ!pi netr!ñ!m anetro buddhivarjita'( | svarg!pavargasadbh%tam! rg! m! -
rg!sam"k$añ!t [3:3] || dr¢$)!dr¢$)avi#i$)e$)aphal!#!vi$akañ)ake(| pravartate na d!n!dau
prajñonm"litalocana' [3:4] || trimañ*alavi#uddhe hi d!n!d!v abhiyujyate(| k!ru ñy!t



The following points are worth noting regarding Bh!viveka’s
explanation of the role of prajñ! or “intellect”: first, the concept of
prajñ! is an alternative for that of mati, buddhi, and dh". Second, the
concept of prajñ! “intellect” or mati “intelligence” is of two kinds in
relation to the two truths, viz., conventional and ultimate. Third, at
a glance, Bh!viveka’s usage of prajñ! reminds us of Vasu bandhu’s
explanation of the meaning of abhidharma in the AKBh, in which
he uses the same term prajñ! in the context of the two truths.
Fourth, as will be later dealt with, because of their different under-
standings of the two truths, Bh!viveka and Vasu bandhu differ in
their usage of the concept of prajñ! in relation to the two truths.

3. Vasubandhu’s Usage of prajñ! in His Explanation of the Two Levels of
abhidharma, Ultimate and Conventional

Before analyzing Bh!viveka’s intention in using the concept of
prajñ!, let us consider Vasubandhu’s usage of the same concept in
the first chapter of AKBh:

What is this “abhidharma”? Abhidharma is an immaculate intellect (prajñ!)
with its retinue [1:2a]. In this [verse], “intellect” means the discernment
of dharmas. “Immaculate [intellect]” means pure [intellect]. “With its
retinue” means with its attendants. Thus, it is said that “abhidharma” con-
sists of five pure aggregates. This is, to begin with, the ultimate
(p!ram!rthika) abhidharma. On the other hand, the conventional (s!&keti-
ka) one is: The [intellect] for the acquisition of that [immaculate intel-
lect] and also the treatise [1:2b]. The impure intellect derived from learn -
ing, reflection and meditation or acquired by birth, along with its retinue
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sarvavittv!ya tatr!py asthitam!nasa' [3:5] || prajñ!mr¢ta& tr¢ptikara& d"po ’pratiha -
taprabha'( | mok$apr!s!dasop!na& kle#endhanahut!#ana' [3:6] || s! ca satya dva -
y!pek$! dvividh!bhimat! mati'(| tathyasa&vr¢tibh%t!rthapravivek!nuguñya ta' [3:7] ||
d!n!dipuñyajñ!n!khyasa&bh!rabparip%rayeb | taddhetuphalasa&bandhalak$añ!divi -
ni#caye [3:8] || mah!maitr"kr¢p!bhy!sasattvasa&grahap!cane(| prajñ! s!&ketik" jñey!
dv!da#!yatan!#ray! [3:9] || a#e$akalpan!j!laprati$edhavidh!yin"( | #! ntapraty! -
tmasa&vedyanirvikalpanirak$are [3:10] || vigataikatvan!n!tve tattve gagananirmale(|
aprac!raprac!r! ca prajñ! sy!t p!ram!rthik" [3:11] || tattvapr!s!da#ikhar!rohaña& na
hi yujyate(| tathyasa&vr¢tisop!nam antareña yatas tata' [3:12] || p%rva& sa&vr¢tisatye-
na praviviktamatir bhavet( | tato dharmasvas!m!nyalak$añe suvini#cita' [3:13] ||
abhiyujyeta medh!v" sam!dh!n!ya cetasa'(| tath! #rutamayajñ!ne tadanyajñ!nahetu-
ta' [3:14]# || […] sam!hitamati' pa#c!t prajñayaiva& par"k$ayet(| yo ’ya& svabh!vo
dha rm!ñ!& gr¢hyeta vyavah!rata' [3:21] || vic!ryam!ñas tu dhiy! kim aya&
param!rthata'(| yadi sy!t tattvam ev!yam ato ’nya# cet sa mr¢gyate [3:22] ||

a = L; didr¢k$uviprakr¢$)ak!n E; om. Ms. b = E, Ms; -parip%rañe L.



[i.e., five aggregates], is also [the conventional abhidharma]. And the trea-
tise for the acquisition of the pure intellect is also called “abhidha rma”
since it is a requisite for the [pure intellect]. 5

The intellect is traditionally regarded by the Sarv!stiv!da school as
one of the ten universal (mah!bh%mika) mental functions. Further,
as the above explanation states, the intellect is of two kinds, pure
(an!srava) and impure (s!srava). Also noteworthy is that the intel-
lect, pure or impure, is therein defined as the discernment of
dharmas or (physical and mental) elements (dharmapravicaya).
This interpretation of prajñ! contrasts with that of Bh!viveka, who
in the above MHK 3:10–13 states both that ascertainment of the
particular and universal characteristics of dharmas is done by a
discerning mind by means of the conventional truth, and that the
ultimate intellect (prajñ! p!ram!rthik") enables us to negate the
entire network of the world’s concepts.

4. Bh!viveka(/Bhavya)’s Understanding of prajñ! Found in PP ad
MMK 24:8 and TJ ad MHK 3:26 in Relation to the Two Truths

4.1. PP ad MMK 24:8

In his Prajñ!prad"pa)"k! (PP$), *Avalokitavrata explains
Bh!viveka’s comments on the two truths (dve satye) found in MMK
24:8. After having explained lokasa&vr¢tisatya or the “worldly truth
of convention,” *Avalokitavrata turns to interpret the concept of
param!rtha or “the ultimate object(/purpose).” He engages in
two etymological analyses of the compound: as karmadh!raya and
as tatpuru$a. He calls both the ultimate truth in the ultimate sense
(*p!ram!rthika& param!rthasatyam). *Avalokitavrata then pro -
ceeds to explain as follows the three kinds of ultimate truth in the
conventional sense (s!&ketika& param!rthasatyam):
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5 AKBhP 2.2–10, AKBhE 2.9–18: ko ’yam abhidharmo n!ma(| prajñ!mal! s!nu-
car!bhidharma'( | tatra prajñ! dharmapravicaya'( | amaleti an!srav!( | s!nucareti
sapariv!r!(| evam an!srava' pañcaskandhako ’bhidharma ity ukta& bhavati(| e$a t!vat
p!ram!rthiko ’bhidharma'(|| s!&ketikas tu tatpr!ptaye y!pi ca yac ca #!stram(| y!pi ca
#rutacint!bh!van!may" s!srav! prajñopapattipratilambik! ca s!nucar!(| yac ca #!stram
asy!' pr!ptyartham an!srav!y!' prajñ!y!'(| tad api tatsa&bh!rabh!v!d abhidharma
ity ucyate(|.



Now, the characteristics of the ultimate [truth] in the conventional sense
are explained. The [param!rtha] also designates (1) non-conceptual
knowl edge whose object is param!rtha, (2) the teaching of the cessation
(*nirodha) [of suffering], and (3) intellect (prajñ!). Among the [three
conventional param!rthas], first, in order to explain (1) non-conceptual
knowledge whose object is param!rtha, [Bh!viveka] says, “Non-conceptual
knowledge whose object is the [param!rtha in the ultimate sense] is also
param!rtha in the manner of having no object because it has param!rtha
within.” Among the [three conventional param!rthas], in order to explain
(2) the teaching and (3) intellect, [Bh!viveka] says, “The teaching of non-
origination, etc., which is consistent with the cessation (*nirodha) [of suf-
fering] and the intellect derived from learning, reflection, and meditation
are also param!rtha because they are the means to realize param!rtha [in
the ultimate sense] and, therefore, are correct.”6

The above explanation speaks of the nature and role of intellect
as follows: First, prajñ! is described as one of the three kinds of
conventional ultimate truth (*s!&ketika& param!rthasatyam). Sec -
ond, just as Vasubandhu stated in the first chapter of AKBh (see
above, section 3), the intellect should be derived from learning,
reflection, and meditation.7 Third, the intellect as well as the
teach ing of non-origination, etc., are a means to realize the ulti-
mate truth in the ultimate sense.

4.2. TJ ad MHK 3:26

Next, let us turn to Bhavya’s explanation of the meaning of para -
m!rtha, in which he refers to the role of intellect as well as to the
meaning of the propositional restriction “ultimately” (param!rtha-
ta'). The explanation is found in TJ ad MHK 3:26 as follows:

The “artha” of [the compound] “param!rtha” means an object(/purpose)
because it is “to be known,” i.e., it means “to be investigated” and “to be
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6 PP$, D Za 236b2–6, P Za 282b2–6: da ni brdar btags (brtags P) pa’i don dam pa’i
mtshan nyid bstan par bya ste(| de yang rnam par mi rtog pa’i ye shes don dam pa’i yul can
dang(| de ’gog pa’i bstan pa dang shes rab la nye bar gdags so(|| de la re zhig rnam par mi
rtog pa’i ye shes don dam pa’i yul can bstan pa’i phyir(| rnam par mi rtog pa’i ye shes de’i
yul can yang yul med pa’i tshul gyis don dam pa ste"| de la don dam pa yod pa’i phyir ro
zhes bya ba smras te(| […] de la ’gog pa’i bstan pa dang(| shes rab bstan pa’i phyir de ’gog
pa dang rjes su mthun pa skye ba med pa la sogs pa bstan pa dang"| thos pa dang"| bsams
pa dang"| bsgoms pa las byung ba’i shes rab kyang don dam pa ste (te P)!| don dam pa
rtogs pa’i thabs kyi phyir phyin ci ma log pa’i phyir ro zhes bya ba smras te(|. Sentences
in bold are quotations from Bh!viveka’s PP. Cf. Akahane et al. 2013: 75.

7 See Saito 1999: 79.



understood.” The “parama” is the word meaning “ultimate(/highest).”
The compound “param!rtha” means an object that is ultimate [= ka -
rmadh!raya interpretation of “param!rtha”]. Or it means “the object of the
ultimate,” i.e., it is the object of the ultimate because it is the object of the
ultimate non-conceptual knowledge [= tatpuru$a interpretation of
“param!rtha”]. Or it means “consistent with the ultimate object,” i.e., it is
consistent with the ultimate object because intellect (prajñ!) consistent
with the ultimate object has param!rtha within [= bahuvr"hi interpretation
of “param!rtha”]. The [word for the propositional restriction] “ultimate-
ly” (param!rthata') refers also to this [bahuvr"hi interpretation of]
param!rtha.8

The above explanation of Bhavya’s is important in that the author
clearly regards intellect as having a bahuvr"hi meaning of para -
m!rtha because intellect consistent with realizing the ultimate
object has param!rtha within.9 Also noteworthy is that, following
Bhavya’s commentary, it can safely be said that taking param!rtha
in a bahuvr"hi sense, Bh!viveka applies the restriction “ultimately”
(param!rthata') to both N!g!rjuna’s and his own propositions,
which means “with intellect consistent with, or leading to, the ulti-
mate object(/purpose).”

Conclusion

From the above examination of Bh!viveka’s usage and under-
standing of prajñ!, we can draw the following conclusions: first,
like Vasubandhu in his explanation of prajñ! in the first chapter
of AKBh, Bh!viveka also uses the term in relation to the two
truths. They also share the same understanding of prajñ! as
something derived from learning, reflection, and meditation. In
this respect, it may be tenable to render the concept prajñ! as
“intellect” (知力, 理解力), which can be deepened by learning,
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8 TJ, D Dza 59a7–b2, P Dza 63a1–4: don dam pa zhes bya ba la don zhes bya ba ni
shes par bya ba yin pa’i phyir (phyir | P) don te(| brtag par bya ba dang go bar bya ba zhes
bya (ba zhes bya om. P) ba’i tha tshig go(|| dam pa zhes bya ba ni mchog ces bya ba’i tshig
gi sgra yin te(| don dam pa zhes bsdu ba ni de don yang yin la dam pa yang yin pas don
dam pa’o(|| yang na dam pa’i don te (de P) rnam par mi rtog pa’i ye shes dam pa’i don
yin pas dam pa’i don to(|| (| P) yang na don dam pa dang mthun pa ste don dam pa rtogs
(rtog P) pa dang rjes su mthun pa’i shes rab la don dam pa de yod pas don dam pa dang
mthun pa’o(|| don dam par na zhes bya ba ni don dam pa de nyid du’ang (du’am P) don
dam par ro(||.

9 This point is worthy of note. Cf. Hayashima 2011: 4.



reflection, and meditation. Second, unlike Vasubandhu, how -
ever, Bh!viveka stresses that the individual and universal charac-
teristics of dharmas are to be ascertained by a discerning mind
in relation not to the ultimate truth but to the conventional one.
Third, the individual and universal characteristics of dharma s are
negated when they are examined with intellect (prajñ!) or intel-
ligence (dh") based on the ultimate truth. The intellect of this
level is a means to realize the ultimate object. It is in this sense
that the intellect is also classified in the context of param!rtha as
a bahuvr"hi compound because the intellect (prajñ!) consistent
with or leading to the ultimate object has param!rtha within.
Lastly, only the ultimate intellect(/insight) (prajñ! p!ram! -
rthik"), which moves without moving into the clear sky of reality,
enables us to negate the entire network of the world’s concepts.
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